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When we hear the word computer, most of us think of the standard variation of the desktop. However, in today's technologically oriented society, almost any device can fall into this category. Even our phones quickly turned into powerful mini computers, capable of astonishing feats. However, any innovation will be reduced to a fun
gimmick, if it lacks the infrastructure that could support it. Just a few years ago, mobile responsiveness was quite rare, as many websites chose to ignore those who prefer handheld devices. However, the landscape has evolved considerably. Recently, the market has invested heavily to engage mobile users, while the devices themselves
have seen a sharp increase in screen size and resolution. For those who want to create personal or business websites, Bootstrap HTML5 website templates are a blessing. They offer to improve any website or app while making each feature mobile sensitive. As a business owner, it can drastically improve quality of life. Gone are the days
when you had to be tied to a desk chair. You can now manage your site, write new posts or even auction products while traveling. As long as you own a quality Bootstrap website template and a smartphone or tablet, you won't miss a thing. Explore 2.5 million digital assets, including 1,400+ HTML5 Bootstrap Templates2M+ items from the
world's largest market for Bootstrap templates, themes and asset design. Whether that's what you need, or you're just after a few Stock Photos – all of this can be found here at Envato Market.Jevelin (WordPress)Jevelin is a WordPress theme built for flexible scenarios and visual appeal. It suits all kinds of users and comes with a friendly
design. It's made of Drag &amp; Drop builder that strips your shoulders of the need for programming. Also, there are +40 short codes to help you rest. Jevelin has a clean, modern concept that adapts to your personal style. You'll get a portfolio and a blog look, as well as a MegaMenu. Make your social network grow by sharing with
widgets and buttons. Contact Form 7 is also supported so that customers or readers reach you. Jevelin is a theme made for anyone who has a store, blog, company or just free time. It easily adapts to any environment and topic of choice. It has custom widgets, customizable headers/footers and even animation elements! Jevelin is ready
for work and can be fully translated. It offers 5 custom posts to upload in more than 4 columns. Play around with high-quality graphics and multiple demos. Google Maps integration is also offered to locate the site. Customized support, documentation and video tutorials are provided! Install it with just one click! Get the best option on
versatility and friendship at once! Go to Jevelin! More info / Download DemoDivi (WordPress) know only one thing about Diva and that's the following: it's for everyone. No matter how skilled you are or building your first website, with Divi, you can remarkable results in a bite of a finger. Keep in mind that more than a hundred complete
demo pages are already available for your convenience. To keep things simple, just add your data and custom content and you're ready to go. In other words, there is no need to change the default style if you like - you can go with the look as it is. Moreover, Divin's builder unlocks complete creative freedom, which gives you the
opportunity to establish the exact online space you like. Whether that means a blog, portfolio, agency, online store, corporate and any other type of website you can think of, with Diva, you can make them all, and then some. More information / Download DemoWebify (WordPress) Compatible with the powerful and popular Bootstrap
framework, you already know that Webify is flexible and expandable. Your website will work flawlessly on any device, as well as on all modern browsing platforms and retinal screens. Not to mention, performance will be mind-bending, too, due to full speed optimization. Speaking of websites, with Webify, you can lead to any site you want.
From medical, restaurant and resume to portfolio, eCommerce, construction, agency, architect, your name, options and capabilities are infinite with Webify. The theme includes even more than two dozen ready-made demos that will give you a quick start. You'll enjoy every bit of webify. Not only because of the fact how much content it
brings to the table, but also because of its simplicity and user friendliness. It is no secret why it becomes one of the most popular multifunctional tools. For more information/ Download DemoBLO (WordPress) For corporate and business purposes, BLO is a Bootstrap website template that you shouldn't skip by checking out. The modern,
professional and sophisticated look of the BLO requires an impressive outcome. With a little work and time, you can now have a website set up and ready to start attracting new leads. There are several different demos to choose from, all appealing and excellent. Go with the one that piques your interest the most and brand it. Keep in mind
that any changes and improvements you plan to make, make them without having to write code. Thanks to Elementor, everything happens with the user drag-and-drop technique. Other content includes more than forty custom add-ons, more than two hundred predefined blocks, header and footer builders, MailChimp integration, and Slider
Revolution. BLO is also flexible and mobile-friendly, in line with all web browsers, network-friendly and optimized for search engines. More information / Download DemoMolli (WordPress) If you want to do things in a different way compared to others, just stick to Molli. This original, creative and interest-sparkling Bootstrap website template
is full of improbability that will come in handy. In the Molli kit you will find a wide range of defined homepages for agencies and freelancers. In addition, each demo is also with the use of WPBakery drag and drop the page editor. It's so simple. With zero coding knowledge, you can now have a page that happens in the blink of an eye finger.
That's not all. Molli also includes a multitude of internal page layouts, blog templates and even an online store section. Molli is a magnificent web design with tons of features that you can take to your full advantage. Your website's performance will also be of the highest degree for an ever-smooth experience. More information / Download
DemoGillion (WordPress)Gillion is a blog and wordpress theme magazine with multiple concepts. You can get 7 pre-running demos with easy one-click installation. Get it with a visual composer and a Unyson frame too. Gillion is easy to make, with a well-thought-out panel and many customizations available. Try working with your
unlimited colors, more headers and your beautiful top bar. Arrange things quickly without the need for coding! Gillion provides a formidable customer support team in addition to the usual documentation to get you started. It has SEO and speed improvement and is ready for translation. With its reactivity, this topic qualifies as mobile and all
browsers compatible. Try gillion right now! More information / Download DemoSaasland (WordPress) In this age of digital startup and technological advancement, entrepreneurs need a responsive website to promote their business. Saasland is one of Bootstrap's web templates to build the perfect website for your project. It doesn't matter
the type of startup, like Saasland caters for all sorts of different intentions with its finished material. Please note that there is a collection of over thirty demos and more than 250 elements that Saasland saves for you. You can get your job online at a time and without knowing coding. Saasland supports excellent features such as a chat
plugin for the interactive platform. Several additions are Elementor, header styles, mega menus, RTL support, and Slider Revolution. Easy to set up and with excellent support to make your website work quickly and efficiently – that's what's worse when it comes to Saasland. More information/ Download DemoDigiqole (WordPress)
Building an online platform for news, blogs and magazines may not be as easy as it seems. As a startup, your primary role is to find the appropriate Bootstrap website template. With the right tool, you will quickly build the necessary online space for your project, with little or no effort. Thanks to Digiqole, you're in good hands. Simply
change the platform mode to light or dark and choose from an abundance of ready-to-use demos. With Digiqole and all the goodies coming with, including headers and footers, you're about to establish an appealing space for news and compelling articles. You can easily monetize your platform, too, and import all kinds of specialties using
Digiqole as a Bootstrap website template. Also, Digiqole will not ask you for knowledge coding. To get your job rolling and take it to a whole new level convenience of Digiqole. More information/ Download DemoRyse (WordPress) Startups and agencies need a comprehensive online presence for their business due to market saturation.
You can use the Ryse template, as one of the best Bootstrap website templates, to get your platform and run within minutes. Start with your right foot forward using any of the ten available and influential demos. On top of that, with the use of an elementary page, you can also make additional customizations and change Ryse to suit your
branding. Nowadays, programming seems so old school when you have a theme that does most of the work for you. And it never requires you to write codes. Ryse helps you build a compatible website that works perfectly across devices and browsers. And with it's SEO optimized settings, you can grow your audience, effectively driving
more traffic to your business organically. More information / Download DemoPofoPofo is an HTML and CSS template with a creative orientation and professional appearance. It is entirely based on Bootstrap and therefore very responsive. You'll get it with 25+ specialized demos that fit all business and arts areas on the market. Pofo is
incredibly lightweight and optimized to search engines and speed. It is built as a single-page format with smooth scrolling and even Parallax more appealing. Pofo has a practical concept that needs to be adapted according to the wishes of the user. Play with 210+ pages and 150+ elements! The sites include those for services, contact us,
prices and more. Set up countdowns, statements, portfolios of all kinds, and even video backgrounds. What's more, Pofo offers top-notch accessories like Font Awesome and Themify icons and Slider Revolution. Drive your followers and clients crazy with a beautiful visual focus. Headers and footers are also offered with multiple options to
choose from. Pofo is customizable in all ways with screens and devices. Test it with all your amazing highlights! Generally speaking, you get a quality tool with a clean code for multi-use. Tons of visual appeal, third-party integration and detailed documentation. Constant free updates and support are also provided! Do you need more? Just
look at Pofo! More information / Download DemoLeadGenLeadGen is a lightweight and responsive HTML marketing multifunctional website template. This template is a purposeful platform for easily compiling sophisticated websites. LeadGen is a reliable framework for marketers from all walks of life. Regardless of your product or your
nih, LeadGen covers you. With 32 different demo websites, LeadGen really has something for everyone. Your audience will always find a landing spot that suits your needs. You can customize your layouts with a powerful custom page builder. More than 300 political custom elements await you inside LeadGen.They are easy to and
optimize for maximum conversions. LeadGen is very mobile, built on the modern Bootstrap Bootstrap It allows you to appeal to users on all platforms and devices without hassle. Reach for the audience in each browser without adding a line of code. Bootstrap keeps your codebase light and fast loading for your website to stay fresh.
Impressive customization options abound within LeadGen. From great fonts and icons to endless colors and looks, LeadGen has it all. Put together resourceful Bootstrap websites in minutes with LeadGen. Articulate effective websites for your projects and succeed in your terms. Create a website of your dreams, with LeadGen! More
information / Download DemoRivvia Choose a website design that defines quality more than quantity. Introducing Rivvia, Bootstrap web template. This tool is ideal for startups, freelancers, agencies and other companies and professional needs. Rivvia has a clean, modern and original style that looks stunning on retinal displays. It also
comes with seventeen practical and practical pre-signed looks and over a hundred elements that you can mix and match with ease. Rivvia has a one-page layout that you can edit, update, and customize without challenges. He is very friendly to beginners to ensure that everyone sees fantastic results with him. Some of Rivvia's great
features are Revolution Slider, Google Fonts, Sticky Navigation, Filtered Portfolio and Scroll Animations. On top of that, Rivvia responds 100% so whether you're watching it on your phone, tablet or desktop, the design will always be outstanding. More information / Download DemoWalton Walton's contemporary Bootstrap website template
is perfectly suited for business and corporate sites. If you need to sort out your web space quickly and efficiently, Walton might be the best option for you. It's ready for mobile, following all the latest regulations to ensure your end product works great on all devices and browsers. Walton immediately acclimatizes to the environment in which
he is placed. With Walton you will get a web design that is clean and professional, as well as very attractive to the eye. There are a total of twenty pre-built page layouts, three of which are homepages and three blogs. Of course, there is also a fully active contact page with Google Maps and the AJAX form. Many other features come in the
form of jQuery magic, such as carousel and multileasian pal. Simple modification and complete documentation are also two things you should be aware of before taking walton. More information / Download DemoMorgan Unleash creativity in yourself with awe-inspiring Morgan. This Bootstrap website template works well with artistic,
meticulous individuals and professionals. However, Morgan easily changes to all sorts of different purposes, including freelancers, portfolios, photographers, developers and more. It has a sleek and expert design based on a powerful network frame. That Morgan fully flexible and compatible with modern browsers and devices. In the
package, Morgan has a functional contact form so that this potential can reach you smoothly. A full-screen banner with parallax effect, text rotitor, sticky navigation, scroll content load and social media icons are included in Morgan's web design. If you have any concerns, it is a friendly support team, always ready for you, to help you on
your way to establishing a top site. More information / Download DemoHouse In The Wood Do you want a theme that is calming, relaxing and has a pleasant feel? House In The Wood will fit that concept of yours in its entirety. This Bootstrap website template is perfect for all types of tourist areas, such as travel, camping, fishing, kayaking
and cycling tours. Due to the use of Bootstrap 4, House In The Wood comes super responsive and mobile ready to operate on all devices. In addition, its pleasant and organized appearance will also work smoothly on all modern web browsers due to its fluid. House In The Wood is a template that is humanly encoded and W3C validated.
Easily personalize the finished pages according to your needs and regulations and create a page as soon as possible. Enjoy all sorts of other House In The Wood features, such as an owl carousel, Maginifc pop-up, full-width slider, video support, and a categorized portfolio section. All files are organized and neat, as well as user-friendly
for your comfort. More information / Download DemoApplicator Design applications may not be expensive to look good. In fact, they can be relatively cheap and still look professional and out of this world. This is why the Applicator Bootstrap website template works on many users. It's flexible, adaptable and doesn't cost a fortune.
Moreover, it comes with a horde of features and assets that will come in handy. Speaking of which, Applicator has a selection of UI and widget elements, a ton of template options and authentication pages. If you're building an administrator dashboard, Applicator is surely one fine tool to help you get results in less than half the time.
Applicator is responsive, cross-browser compatible, optimized and refined to offer first-class performance. There are four main ready-to-use demonstrations: default, analytical, banking and SaaS. Applicator is indeed an impressive admin template with a number of features for the fastest launch of the app. There's no need to look
elsewhere if your admin dashboard has been asked to create a full overview of the project you're working on. More information/ Download DemoStashStash is one rising star making its way through the WordPress theme. It has come to shine and redefine your standards on quality! It's multifunctional and gives you 48 beautiful
homepages. Stash goes for a professional orientation to your general design. It is made with tons of care for the visual appeal and support of these flexible options. This includes animations, drop menus and video backgrounds. You can also use Slider Revolution and create a strong first impression. Stash is versatile and responsive,
hence cross browser browser and even improved quickly. One big perk, it's the lack of a coding need for construction. It is based on a visual composer alongside 260 block builders. Your job has become easier and faster to accomplish. Customization and display for your merchandise are also important. 7 portfolios, rich typography with
Google fonts and several internal pages are options. Stash gives free some pretty amazing extras that will save your pocket! Continue and try creating custom posts with Essential Grid. Get slider revolution for galleries. Parallax and it'll come in handy, too. Third-party compatibility is available, making it even more packaged. They include
WooCommerce and Contact Form 7. Believe me, it's just the beginning! Come see Stash! More information/ Download DemoApproAppro is a Bootstrap-based template that makes navigating the app's landing an easier task. It is designed to be completely responsive and with incredible image adaptation to devices. It has a clean and
simple concept that just strives to look professional! Appro is useful for small businesses that want to show up. It has simplicity that makes it reliable and easy to make. Nevertheless, you will get it with top quality icons and fonts. No less than font Awesome and Google font sets! Appro uses HTML5/CCS3 code that works smoothly and
lightly. Play with layout options for setting up blogs, slides, and videos. Colors and backgrounds are also easy to customize. Work contact forms, multi-column blogs, and JS animations are some of its benefits. The backgrounds are actually customizable with videos and the Parallax effect. Appro is connected to social media and offers
instagram feed integration. Appro is a Quomodo creation that illustrates the meaning of minimalist. It has the exact options that make everything work just the way it's supposed to. Extensive documentation will guide you throughout the process. Customized support with 24/7 attention too! Use this awesome template and make your life
simpler right away! Use Appro! More information / Download DemoPagesPages is a charming admin dashboard and web application template that refuses to be mediocre. It also offers an AngularJS and HTML version. This product is very powerful and customizable, capable of fitting any role. It is based on a philosophy of creative design
that perfectly balances aesthetics with practicality. The navigation menu is powerful and user-friendly, but remains out of sight when not needed. This reduces screen clutter and optimizes your browsing experience. Thanks to the Quick Find function, you won't have to sift through content endlessly. With just one keyboard command, you
can find anything you're looking for. The sites are designed using a versatile AI framework, resulting in a highly customizable experience for all customers. Your followers can now monitor your activities, due to the implementation of the charming widget An email function that encourages communication between you and your members is
also integrated is one of the fastest admin dashboard templates on the market. Respects its owner by not wasting time loading content. In addition, layered PSD files are also available. A live view is available for those who want to sample this product before it makes a purchase. More information / Download DemoCanvasCanvas is a
modern HTML template that never misses impressing. Its appearance is very powerful and responsive, able to adapt to the screens of tablets and smartphones. Available in formats on one and more pages, it allows the user to choose the format that best suits their nie. You can use Canvas for apps, blogs, restaurant, wedding, parallax,
magazine, agency, portfolio, corporate or business websites. After installation, customers can benefit from more than 75 home page variations entirely, in addition to 500 HTML files. With so many options, you can design a site that fits your vision. HTML 5 videos and parallax scrolling options are available to you to improve your web
space. There are 10 different variations of the menu style, as well as 15 header types. The canvas has 7 beautiful sliders with more than 20 templates. Customers will also benefit from different event templates and calendars. You will be able to notify customers of upcoming events or releases. There are even templates of the eCommerce
store. In terms of visual customization, it is possible to change the color scheme of your site, since there are an unlimited number of color customization options. For those who want to sample Canvas without spending money, live viewing is available. More information / Download DemoRhythmAt at the end of the day, the product will
remain relevant only if it manages to get approval from its customers. Subjectivity plays a big role, because each client has different standards and needs. However, there are some objective quality standards. Awwwards uses a non-biased panel to evaluate the most promising online products in the world. Rhythm is a multifunctional site
template that has earned their approval, thanks to its relentless pursuit of quality. Its large list of practical features makes personalization easier, and any user can modify the color scheme or background of the page. There are more than 140 HTML files, in addition to 37 portfolio pages. The beat includes more than 400 font awesome
icons, and some beautiful Parallax sections. You can create an informative newsletter, due to the inclusion of a working MailChimp newsletter form. Attractive animations will impress visitors, increasing the visual appeal of your template. There are 9 versions of blog layouts, 5 variants of posts and more than 100 et-line icons. Menu bars
can be transparent, dark, or bright. The layout is completely responsive and works well on any operating system, web browser or device. An expansive source of thematic documentation is included, offering a detailed explanation of each feature. More information / Download DemoZapZap customizable HTML5 template that includes
amazing features like slider revolution add-on. You can use this multifunctional product to improve corporate, business, products, photos and portfolio websites. Mobile users can rejoice, as Zap is fully responsive. Desktops, smartphones, laptops, and tablets can easily display all your custom content. Regardless of your screen size or
browser settings, you'll be able to design an amazing page. This template has a powerful and intuitive admin panel that allows you to change page colors, styles, and fonts. For creative projects, Zap is ideal. It offers a PSD template that is very stylish and modern. More than 50 PSD files have been added, simplifying the personalization
process. You can even open your own online store, since there are 3 different store layouts. Merchandising can be a great way to increase revenue. For new users, a comprehensive source of documentation is ready that will allow you never to get lost. Explains each feature of the template in detail, offering to guide you through the
customization process. With Zap, every installed extension is available. There are 7 different layouts, and each has its own charm. If you want to know more about this topic, be sure to access the live review. More information / Download DemoMissio Let your creativity amok using the Missio template. Creatives consider this Bootstrap
website template the best of its kind due to the relevant and advanced features it provides. Keep in mind that Missio is an ideal tool if you are a photographer or amateur or professional. Missi's amazing design-quality demos put you on a par with current trends in web development. Because of bootstrap base, the guarantee is that your
works, projects and services will appear professionally on all devices. Easily create, add, and modify headers, sliders, and other elements and customize Missio to suit your exact needs. This template also contains cool features that are not only aesthetically appealing to the eye, but also functionally relevant. As a photo platform, Missio
raises your website with instant uploading and smooth scrolling. Other features include social feeds, portfolios, color schemes, and dynamic AI elements. For more information/Download DemoWexim Powered by Bootstrap, Wexim offers only top line features and designs for its website. This bootstrap website template covers so many
areas, including agencies, illustrators, visionaries, startups and more. Wexim is a single-page multifunctional website template with an incredible collection of fifty HTML5 templates. You can build almost any nis or generic website you want with Wexim.Combine homepage variations and color schemes to get to a unique page that fully fits
your purpose. Furthermore, Wexim has an easy to understand and truly intuitive AI that gives you copy and paste files smoothly. Wexim also contains custom gradients, fonts, Slider Revolution, working contact forms, and powerful and easy to work with. Use it boxes or improve it to suit your branding, in any case, the final product will
certainly be a doping website. More information / Download DemoLumire Lumire is a cracking multifunctional tool that you can use with a wide range of different companies. This Bootstrap website template has six demo sites and more than sixty interior pages, all developed by creative designers. Following all modern practices, Lumire is
100% mobile ready, compatible with network and cross-browser. In short, your masterpiece will seamlessly display its content on all devices. Lumire is perfect for startups, companies, agencies and even freelancers. Moreover, there are more than five hundred special icons and more than a hundred elements available for use and
exposure. This means you can show your visitors charts, pages, blogs and more to get their attention without problems. There are many more opportunities to explore with Lumire, so give it a go and you will never regret it. More information / Download DemoMaha Designing a RESUME or website for a RESUME is art and science, so you
need a template that takes things seriously. You can do it with Maha. This Bootstrap website template is the latest trendy portfolio tool for freelancers, graphic designers, digital marketing experts, experts and other talented individuals. With Maha, you're free to create a fast and easy portfolio to showcase your work with a unique and
professional touch. Maha has a minimalist touch, but still looks complete and extraordinary. Looking fantastic on all devices and browsers, Maha gives you the opportunity to stand out a mile effortlessly. Dark and light layouts, SEO friendly code, price tables, eight color schemes and a live style switch are just some of the features Maha
treats you to. Customize it or use it as it is, the choice is yours. More information / Download DemoLydiaLydia is an amazing magazine and photo template that prides itself on offering a complete experience. This product is second to none, given that it includes a tool for any occasion. You can use it to improve the pages of creative
agencies, photographers, artists, bloggers, digital studios or freelance agents. Basically, if you need to impress potential employers with an aesthetically pleasing portfolio, this is the ideal product. Built using bootstrap frames, it contains more than 30 HTML pages. There are 3 types of header, 11 color palettes, Ajax portfolio, one-page
option and 8 different homepage layouts. The template is compatible with handheld devices and can work on laptops, smartphones, desktops and tablets. Also, three premium scripts ($34) are part of the deal for free. Lydia can display your Instagram feed and includes an impressive list of Parallax images and videos. This product is



optimized for search engines and can your chances of climbing to a great search engine ranking position. MailChimp Options Options it's also added, allowing you to set up a weekly newsletter for your loyal followers. If you want to know more about Lidia, be sure to access the live review. More information / Download DemoDefinityDefinity
is a minimalist, clean and customizable HTML5 template, available in single page formats and multiple pages. It is made using Bootstrap frame and CSS. Inspired by a market that quickly rewards unique designs, Definity has many innovative personalization capabilities. You can use it to improve your wedding, fashion, photography,
RESUME, freelancer and personal portfolio website. Regardless of your nih, this product covers you. In total, Definity has more than 20 demo content. There are no wrong choices, due to the fact that each demo has its own specific charm. You can also choose a variation of the menu bar: transparent, dark or bright. SASS files are
included, along with some login pages, landing pages and the stylized 404 page. There are multiple Google Font options, allowing you to deploy custom typography for your site. You can also turn on smooth scrolling, animated titles, and parallax sections. Definity also includes full-screen and full-width video backgrounds. Stylized Google
Maps has been added, with some very strong short numbers. The layout is completely responsive and can work with any operating system, web browser or device. If you want to learn more about defining, be sure to watch its live review. More information / Download DemoMassiveMassive is an amazing HTML template that includes more
than 260 pages and more than 50 variations of the homepage. Designing your site will become a simple and intuitive task, as Massive contains every tool you need. From start to finish, you'll be able to create a fully functional page in just a few moments. You can use it for event, landing apps, parallax, blog eCommerce, renovation, spa,
hotel, restaurant, magazine, agency, photo and portfolio pages. The layout is constructed using bootstrap frame and fully reacts. Followers will be able to access your content from tablets, smartphones and laptops. In addition, Massive offers multi-browser compatibility. There are 15 predetermined sliders built in, with 10 page titles and 6
footer options. There are an unlimited number of color variations of the theme, which allows for a large degree of visual adjustment. With Massive, the only limitation you have is your imagination. Let's mention that the Slider Revolution premium add-on ($14) is also part of the deal, for free. The entire template is convenient for search
engines, increasing your chances of climbing the search engine scale. For those who want to sample Massive and its modern features, live viewing is available so you can explore further. More information / Download demo demo
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